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1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
In this work, we consider solutions u E H’*p(i2) n L m (a) (1 < p < 00) of 
the differential equation 
n 
I 
F‘ (Uj(X, u, Vu) . v)xj)-a(x, u, Vu) . ql dx = 0, 
u g, 
VqJ E C,m(.n). (1.1) 
Here, 0 is an open subset of R”. We prove that the derivatives of these 
solutions are Holder-continuous in the interior of the domain a. Our results 
generalize the classical C’@ -estimates of Ladyzhenskaya-Uraltseva [ 1 ] and 
Morrey [2] in two respects. 
The first aspect is that they can be applied to degenerate elliptic equations 
of the type 
-div{]Vu(p’2 ’ Vu) =f, (I.21 
which arise, for example, in the theory of quasiregular and quasiconformal 
mappings (cf. [3-51). For (1.2), our estimates are optimal, which is shown 
by the counterexamples given at the end of this section. For equations with 
such a lack of ellipticity, the Cl@ -regularity has already been proven by K. 
Uhlenbeck [6] and L. Evans (71. These authors, however, only treat 
homogeneous equations and systems which have a special structure. They 
also suppose that p > 2. 
The second difference is that we do not need any differentiability of the 
function a. For p = 2, it has been shown by M. Giaquinta [8] that it is 
superfluous. In the classical works cited above, it is used to obtain the 
existence of second derivatives. 
* This research was supported by the Sonderforschungsbereich 72 of the Deutsche 
Forschungsgemeinschaft. 
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Here, we overcome this diGculty by reducing the general regularity result 
to C’@ -estimates, where a is supposed to be an Lm-function. With the aid of 
these a priori bounds, the existence of smooth solutions with prescribed 
HGlder-continuous boundary data is established for “sufficiently small” 
subregions of R. The regularity of the original solution follows then from its 
local identity with “suitably constructed” smooth solutions. 
We point out that our existence proof works also for elliptic systems with 
diagonal linear principal part and right side growing quadratically in Vu. 
The counterexamples of J. Frehse [9] and M. Struwe [lo], however, show 
that this cannot be used to obtain the regularity of such systems. 
Now, we come to an exact formulation of our assumptions. The functions 
aj belong to C”(0 X IR X R”)nC’(Q X [R X R” - {O}) and a is a 
CarathCodory-function, i.e., a is a measurable in x and continuous in u and 
Vu. Moreover, a and aj satisfy the ellipticity and growth conditions 
(1.3) 
la(x,h v)l <r- (1 + lvllp, (1.7) 
for some K E [0, 11, some positive constants y and r, all x E Q, all ,U E R, all 
q E R” - (0) and all C; E R”. Finally, let R E (0, 1) and x0 E Q be such that 
~,rdxo) = Q* (1.8) 
Here, B,,(x,) is the ball with radius R and center at x0. 
From [ 1, p. 2511, we know that there is a A > 0 and a constant g, 
depending only on n, p, y, r, R and 1 u \Lm(aP such that 
I~(x)-~(x’)I~go~Ix--‘lA, vx, x’ E B,,(x,). (l-9) 
THEOREM 1. There is an a > 0 and a constant c depending only on n, p, 
y, r, 1 and go such that 
IVu(x)l <c . RA-‘, (1.10) 
IVu(x) - Vu(x’)l <c . R’-‘-” . Ix -x’In, (1.11) 
for all x, x’ E BR(xO). 
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If K > 0, one can obtain higher regularity with the aid of the usual boot 
strap argumentation (cf. [ 1, 2]), provided that the uj and a are suffkiently 
smooth. The following counterexamples, however, show that this is not true, 
in the case K = 0. 
The functions 
u(x) = p-’ . (p - 1) . (x(pI’p-‘) 
are solutions of 
-div{JVulP-’ . VU} =-+I, in IF?“. 
This example can be found in [ 11 J. 
The author [ 121 showed that there exist solutions of 
-div{( Vu(p’-2 . VU} = 0, in R2, 
that are of the form 
u(r) = Y’l * q(8), 
where r and 6 are the usual polar coordinates and where the exponent 
A E (0, co) is determined uniquely by the conditions 
9,(e) > 0, in (0,42), 
q(O) = &r/2) = 0. 
Numerical calculations of the exponent 1 gave the following results ‘: 
p 1.05 1.25 1.5 2.0 3.0 4.0 10.0 100.0 
A 8.77 3.26 2.46 2.0 1.73 1.62 1.45 1.35 
2. ESTIMATES IN THE REFERENCE SITUATION 
In this section, we consider a solution u E IY’*~(B) n C(B) of 
which is defined in the unit ball B. We suppose that f E L”(B) and that 
Ifl G 17 in B, (2.2) 
lUl<UO, in B, (2.3) 
’ Note added in prooJ A similar result has been obtained independently by E. Di 
Benedetto (Nonlinear Anal., 1983). Parts of this result are also due to J. L. Lewis (Indug. 
Math., 1982), F. de Thelin (Nonlinear Anal., 1982), and N. N. Uraltseva (LOW, 1968). 
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for some u0 E R. In addition to the ellipticity and growth conditions 
(1.3)-(1.6), we assume that 
(2.4) 
for some E > 0, all x E B, all ,U E R, all rj E B - (0) and all < E R”. 
2.1. A Simple Conclusion 
LEMMA 1. There are positive constants y,, and r, depending only on n, p, 
y and r such that 
J$l {aj(& PY U) - aj(X, lu9 V')l * (rlj - Vj) 
1 
(1 + I?1 t lv'l)p-2 * Ir - r'127 
)Yo’ (q-q’(P, 
if p < 2, 
if p>2, 
(2.1.1) 
2 l~,~~,~u,~~l~~o~~~~IrlI~p~2~I~I~ (2.1.2) 
j=l 
forallxEB,all~~Eandall~,~‘EIR”. 
Proof: The estimate (2.1.2) follows from (1.5) and the equality 
For (2.1. l), we may suppose that 1 q ( < I v’ 1. Hence, 
1/4.(1?-q’(~~+l~‘+t.(rt-rt’)l~l +ll?l+lr’l> 
for all t E [0, l/4]. This, (1.4) and the inequality 
> 
i 
“4 -t @i (x, ,u, q’ + t(q - q’)) . (vi - tjf) . (qj - $) dt 
0 i,z1 arl, 
imply (2.1.1). 
2.2. On the Existence of Second Derivatives 
PROPOSITION 1. 
u E H;;;(B) n H;;?(B), if p > 2, 
u E H;;:(B) n H;&‘+ 2(B), if p<2. 
(2.2.1) 
(2.2.2) 
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Moreover, if ly is a nonnegative C’-function with compact support and 
G: iR -+ R a piecewise Cl-function with only~nite~ many breaks and 
0 < G’ < co, on CR, (2.2.3) 
for some constant c,,, then 
(2.2.4) 
Proof. On account of (2.4), Proposition 1 is valid, for p > 2 (cf. [I, 21). 
Therefore, we suppose that p < 2. For h > 0 and N > 0, we set h, = h . e,, 
z+(x) = h - ’ * { u(x + h,) - u(x) ), 
i 
N, if uh >N, 
U h,N=max(-N,min(N,u,)j = uh, if uh E [-N, N], 
-N, if uk < -N, 
u s,N = max 1-N min(N, u,,) I, 
where e, is the sth unit vector. In the following, g and g, are positive generic 
constants independent of h and N. In contrast to g,, the constants denoted 
by g do not depend on I+ We insert 
lob) = h-’ s I~,,,,,44 . ~“(4 - u,,,,& + h,) . v’(x + Ml 
into (2.1). With the aid of (1.4), (1.6), (2.2) and Lemma 1, we obtain that 
g -1 . J” (I + ~vu(x)l+ Ivu(x + h,)l)p-2 + lVu,Jx12 + ul’(x)dx 3 
I _ 
G JJ + 3 (x + h,, u(x + h,), Gu(x + h,) 
+ (1 - 7) W4) * u,*,ifx) ’ utr,N.xj(x) . vf2(x) dx dz 
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” 
= 2 ’ 
m aj(X + 5hs, U(x + Thh,)Y v”(x + Th,)) 0 Bj=l 
x -$ {u,,,&) - Y(X) . ~x,.(x)l dx dr 
5 
1 n 
- 
ijq 
o B i_l 2 (x t Th,P u(x), Vu(x)> 
s 
+3j- 
aaj (x t h s, TU(X t h,) t (1 - 5) u(x), Vu(x)) . U,,(X) 
I 
. %t,,v,xjW - Y’(X) dx dT 
- 
ii ; B f(x + th,) . $ h,v(x) . Y’(X) I dx dT s 
’ ,< g, * II (1 t (Vu(x+ rh,)()P-’ 0 B 
- W,,,W e ~4x1 t lu,,(x>l . (Y(X) + IWxN~ k dr 
+ g - j (1 t IWXI)~-’ . (I+ l~,,,,&I) . lV~,,&I . ~‘(4 d-x 
B 
+ g, - I, W,,&)l + I~,,&>l) - v(x) dx. (2.2.5) 
By Young’s inequality, 
j Jv~,,,J~y/~dxQ+( (1 +~V~~)p-2+‘~/z,.v~2~ W*dx 
B B 
+ (2 - p)/2 . j (1 + JVUJ)~ . v2p’(z-p) dx. (2.2.6) 
B 
Young’s inequality, (2.2.5) and (2.2.6) imply that u,,~ E H,‘&‘(B) and that 
I (1 + [VU()“-~ . IVUJ~ . w* dx B 
< g, + g ’ I, (1 t IVUI)~ 1 u:,~. w* dx. (2.2.7) 
In order to estimate the second term on the right side of (2.2.7), we insert 
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into (2.1). This yields that 
I 
i aj(x, u, Vu) . uXj * ui,,, . w2 dx 
Bj=l 
= Bf. (u-uu,)+&q2dx 
I 
’ -2. 0 Bj=l 
(u - u,,) . aj(x, u, Vu) - us,N - v . {~,,,,,, * w + Q . w,l dx. 
With the aid of Lemma 1 and Young’s inequality, this can be transformed 
into 
I B (1 + ]V# . u:,N. v/* dx 
( gyo + g . j (u - uJ* ’ (1 + (VU])~-* . /VU,,~[* . y* dx. (2.2.8) 
B 
As u is continuous and as the constants g in (2.2.7) and (2.2.8) are 
independent of w, one can bound the quantities 
i 1 Vu,J’ 4 v* dx, 1 (1 + IVUJ)~. z&r. y* dx B B 
uniformly with respect o N, by choosing a v with sufficiently small support. 
This shows that (2.2.2) is true. The inequality (2.2.4) can now easily be 
obtained by inserting 
cp(x> =h - ’ - 1GMx)) - ~4x1 - G(Gx + h,)) . w(x + 4) I 
into (2.1). By (2.2.2), the terms on the right side do converge, as h tends to 
zero. Hence, (2.2.4) follows from Fatou’s Lemma. 
2.3. An La-Gradient Estimate 
PROPOSITION 2. There is a constant c depending only on n, p, y, r and 
u, such that 
IVuI<c, in B,,,. (2.3.1) 
Remark. Our proof of Proposition 2 is rather similar to that of [ 1, 
pp. 259-2651. There is, however, one essential difference. Namely, we insert 
only such functions G into (2.2.4) that vanish in [-I, 11. This affects that 
1/2’(1+~vuJ)~Ic+IVu~~l+JVul, if G(uxS) # 0. (2.3.2) 
That trick has already been used by the author [ 131 for equations of a more 
special type. 
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Proof. We pick an x0 E B,,, and a nonnegative P-function having the 
properties 
I 
= 0, for t> 1, 
PO> < 1, for tE (0, l), 
= 1, for t < 0. 
For R E (0, l/8) and i E NV (O}, we set 
Ri&.R+2-‘-‘3, 
Bi = B, i(xo), 
q?,(x) = p(2’+ ’ .R-‘*(lx-x,(-R,)). 
In the following, g stands for a generic constant depending only on n, p, y, r 
and u,,. In contrast to g, the generic constant g, may also depend on R. 
We want to show that there is an R, > 0 depending only on n, p, y, r and 
u0 such that 
t]VU))P+2idx<g~, (2.3.3) 
for i = 1, 2,..., II . (p + 2), provided that 
R <R,. (2.3.4) 
In the case i = 0, (2.3.3) can be easily derived from Lemma 1, by inserting 
p=u*(D; 
into (2.1). Hence, we may suppose that (2.3.3) holds, for some i E NV (0). 
We pick an M > 0 and set 
IA x, - 1, if uxS> 1, 
24, = 0, if u,$E [--I, I], 
uxs+ 1, if u,,< -1, 
if u, > M, 
u s.M = if u, E [-M, M], 
if U, < -M. 
We insert 
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into (2.2.4), use (1.4)-(1.6), (2.2), (2.1.2) and (2.3.2) and obtain that 
s (1 + ~vul)~-* - Ivu,l* . t&,. d+, dx B 
< gR ’ (1 + /VQ’-* . of;,,, ’ jVu,l . oi+l dx 
+ gR * 1, (1 + )VUI)~‘*~ * (Vi+* + IVPi+,lI)dX 
+ g-j (1 + (VU/)~. IV%,/ . z&, e qf+, dx. 
B 
With the aid of (2.3.3) and Young’s inequality, this is transformed into 
I (1 + (VU[)~-* . jVu,j* 9 t&, . of+, dx B 
<gR+g* 
i 
B (1 + IVz.#+* . z&, . (D;,, dx. (2.3.5) 
An integration by parts and Young’s inequality show that 
j, '$ (1 + )VUI)~+* - 4f,,, - d+l dx 
s 
n 
<gR+g’ 
D 
u 
xs 
. u, . ) u,Ip . z&, . pf, 1 dx 
BS=I 
+ g.1 2 lu-u(x,J - (1 +JVuJ)“-*. IVu,j* +&.,~~f+,dx.(2.3.6) 
Bs=l 
From [ 1, p. 25 11, we know that there is an a > 0 depending only on n, p, y, 
r and u0 such that 
124(x) - u(x’)l < g * /x - X’p, Vx, x’ E B3/4. (2.3.7) 
The inequalities (2.3.6) and (2.3.7) imply that the left side of (2.3.5) can be 
bounded “in the right way,” provided that R, is “sufficiently small.” Hence, 
(2.3.3) is valid for i + 1, because of (2.3.6). 
Now, we fix R by 
R =R,. 
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As the dependence on R of the generic constant does not matter any more, 
we do not indicate it in the following. For k >, 0 and 
we set 
&)=p((r’-r)-’ - (Ix-x,1-4>, 
A,,, = Ix E B,W I u,(x) > kl- 
We insert 
G(u,. - y = max(u, - k, 0} . (o* 
into (2.2.4), use (1.4~(1.6) and (2.1.2) and obtain that 
(1 + jvUl)p-* * \vu,j* * ‘p* dx 
=g.jA,, (1+JVul)P.{(r’--)-‘.)V~,J.~+(r’-r)-2 
. 
. (1 + (VU()*} dx. (2.3.8) 
With the aid of (2.3.3), (2.3.8), and Young’s and Holder’s inequalities, we 
derive that 
I (1 + JVUI)~-* . IVu,1* dx< g. (r’ -r)-’ . (measA,.,,)‘-I’“. (2.3.9) Ak., 
In the case p < 2, we additionally use Young’s inequality to obtain that 
j (Vu,(pdx<p/2. (r’-r)2pp./ (1 +(Vu()p-2~(Vus12dx 
Akd Ak.r 
+ (2 - p)/2 . (r’ - r)-p . j (1 + JVUJ)~ dx 
AkJ 
< g. (r’ - r)-p . (measA,,,,)‘-‘I”. (2.3.10) 
Corollary 1, (2.3.3), (2.3.9) and (2.3.10) show that 
us< g, in BR(xO). 
As -u is a solution of an equation satisfying the same ellipticity and growth 
conditions, we have thus shown that Proposition 2 is true. 
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2.4. Helder-Continuity of the Gradient 
PROPOSITION 3. There is an a > 0 and a constant c depending only on n, 
p, y, r and u,, such that 
[Vu(x) -Vu(O)/ < c * JXla, Vx E B,,,. (2.4.1) 
In the following, p is the same function as in the proof of Proposition 2. 
By g, we denote a positive generic constant depending only on n, p, y, r and 
u,,. We pick an R E (0, l/2) and set 
M = max es;Fp 1 uXSI, s 
m, = (meas BR)- ’ . ,( 
BR 
1.4~. dx. 
For the proof of Proposition 3, we need 
LEMMA 2. There is a ,u > 0 depending only on n, p, y, r and u,, such that 
one of the inequalities 
meas{xEB,IuXS(x)<M/2}<p.R”, (2.4.2) 
meas{xEB,/-uX.Jx)<M/2}<,uURR (2.4.3) 
implies that 
(u~~/~M/~-R”(~-‘)-R, in BR,2. (2.4.4) 
Proof of Lemma 2. We only show that (2.4.2) implies (2.4.4), because 
the other conclusion of Lemma 2 can be proven in just the same way. For 
this, let r, r’, k, and 1 be such that 
R/2<r<r’,<R, 
O<k<l<M/4. 
We set 
v(x) =p’((r’ - r>-’ . (1x1 - r)), 
A /,k,r = Ix E B, I k < 44/z - ux, < 4. 
One may suppose that 
M> R’l’p-” + R, (2.4.5) 
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because, in the other case, there is nothing to show. We insert 
i 
0, if uxg > M/2 - k, 
G(u,J = 
I 
ux, + k - M/2, if uX, E [M/4, M/2 - k], 
k - M/4, if u,$ < M/4, 
into (2.2.4). Using (1.4)-( 1.6), (2.1,2), Proposition 2 and Young’s inequality, 
we obtain that 
1 (IC+ /Vu/)“-* . IVuJ* . ydx 
” .4/,k.r’ 
<g.(rJ-r)-2.iwJ-4, (~+IvuI)~-*+‘~ld~ 
J .k.r’ 
. A1.k.r. 
+ g . (r’ -r)-’ . M 0 measA,,,,,,. (2.4.6) 
In the case ‘p > 2” and “p < 2 and M < K,” 
(K + My-* < g . (K + Ivul)p-2, in Af.k.rrr 
(K+pUI)p-*< g*(K+M)“-*, in A co.k.r’) 
1 < (r’ - ?-) -- 1 * M ‘ (K + M). 
This, Young’s inequality and (2.4.6) imply that 
s /vu~./* dx< g e (r’ -r)-’ * M* e measA,,,,,l. (2.4.7) 
A1.k.r 
In the other case. ‘p < 2 and M > rc,” we use (2.4.5), (2.4.6) and Young’s 
inequality to obtain that 
+ (2 - p)/2 - (Y’ - r)-’ q j- (K -i- IVUI)~ dx 
‘4l.k.P 
< g . (r’ - t-)-P 1 Mp - meas Aro,k,rc. (2.4.8) 
The inequalities (2.4.7), (2.4.8) and Proposition 4 show that (2.4.2) implies 
(2.4,4), if ,u is “sufficiently small.” 
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Proof of Proposition 3. We first suppose that 
&j/8 ,, R l/z + R l/fb--2). 
Therefore, by Lemma 2, we only have to consider the cases 
(2.4.9) 
(1) 1 m,l < (1 - a) . M, for s = 1,2,..., n and some E > 0 depending 
only on n, p, y, r and u,. 
In this case, for k > 0 and r, r’ E R satisfying 
O<r<r’<R, 
we set 
(4(x) =pf(r’ - r)-’ . (/xl- 41, 
A,,, = (x E B, 1 ZQX) - (1 - s/2) . M > kj. 
We note that 
g -l *(K+M)<rc+IVul<g. (iC$M), in A,,,,. (2.4.10) 
We insert 
W,s) + w = ma4hs - (1 - e/2) . M-k, 0} + p2 
into (2.2.4) and integrate the second term in (2.2.4) by parts. This, together 
with (1.4)-(1.6), (2.4.10) and Proposition 2, yields that 
+ g 9 (K + M)*-“ . jAg IVu,.J . p + (r’ - r)-’ . (EM/~ - k) dx. 
ST8 
With the aid of (2.4.9) and Young’s inequality, this is transformed into 
i A!?., 
~Vu,.J2 dx < g a (r’ - r)-’ . { 1 + (r’ - r)-’ e (&~/2 - k)Zj . meas A,,,,. 
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This and Proposition 5 show that 
ux, < 6 . {M + g . (R “’ + R”‘2p-2))}, in BR,4, 
for some 6 E (0, 1) depending only on n, p, y, r and u,,. As --u is a solution 
of an equation satisfying the same ellipticity and growth conditions, we have 
thus proven that 
S 6 . {max es;yp Iu,,J + g . (RI” + R”‘2p-2))}. (2.4.11) 
s 
(2) Iux,,( > M/8, in B,,,, for some s’ E (1, 2,..., n). 
In this case. 
‘%--’ .(K+M)sK+(VU/sg.(K+M), in B,,,,. (2.4.12) 
For s = 1, 2 ,..., n, we set 
u; = essinf uX,, BRl2 us+ = esssup uX,. fiRI 
Given s E (1, 2,..., n), on of the inequalities 
meas(x E BR,4 ( u,., > (u: + u;)/2} < l/2 . meas BR14, 
meas{x E BR,4 ( uxr S (UT + u;)/2) < l/2 . meas B,,, 
must always be true. Therefore, with the aid of (2.2.4), (2.4.12) and 
Proposition 5, one can show similarly as above that 
max essosc uXS 
s BR/8 
< 6 . {max eyRosc uX, + g . (RI” + R “‘*“-*))}, 
s 
(2.4.13) 
for some 6 E (0, 1) depending only on n, p, y, r and uO. 
Now, we choose an CY E (0, l/4) such that a < 1/(4p - 4) and 
6<8-“. 
For j E R\l, we set 
Rj= 8-j. 
505/51/1-10 
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The inequalities (2.4.11) and (2.4.13) valid, even if (2.4.9) does not hold. 
Moreover, if 
for some j,, E N and some s’ E { 1, 2,..., n}, then this is also true, for all 
j 2 j,,. Thus (2.4.1 l), (2.4.13) and Proposition 2 imply that 
This obviously proves Proposition 3. 
2.5. Analytic Tools 
In this section, B, stands for the balls with radius R E (0, 1) and center at 
0 and v stands for a function belonging to H’*P(B,). For r E (0, R) and 
I, k E [R we set 
A ,,k,r = {x E B, I k < v(x) ,< 4. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that 
IVvlp dx < Mp . (r’ - r)-” . R”‘” . (meas Aoo,k,r,)‘-a3, (2.5.1) 
for some constant M, some 
(2.5.2) 
and for all 1, k, r, r’ E iR satisfying 
R/2<r<r’<R, 
O<k<l<6.M, 
where 6 is some positive constant. Then, there is a p > 0 depending only on n, 
p, a and 6 such that the inequality 
meas A m.0.R -.p < . R” (2.5.3) 
implies that 
e;z;my v(x) Q 6 - M. (2.5.4) 
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COROLLARY 1. Suppose that 
( !VuIp dx<W . (r’ - T)-~. R”” . (measA,,,T,,)‘-a, A ‘33.ii.r 
for some constant M, some a E (0, p/n), all k > 0 and all r and r’ satisfying 
R/2<r<r’<R. 
Then, there is a constant c depending only on n, p and a such that 
V<C*M, in BR,2. 
PROPOSITION 5, Suppose that 
meas A m,o.Ri2 G P + meas hi2 y 
for some p E (0, l), and that 
p dx < c . (meas Am,k,r,) a ffr’ - r)+” * A@’ 
+(r’-r)-P I (M-k)P], 
(2.5.5) 
(2‘5.6) 
for some positive constants c, N and M, all k E [O, M] and all radius r and 
r’ satisfying 
O<r<r’,<R. 
Then, there is a constant 6 E (0, 1) depending only on n, p, c and p such that 
esssup U(X) < (1 - 6) . M + 6-l . N I R “‘, (2.5.7) 
---RI4 
Propositions 4 and 5 are modifications of Lemmas 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 in [ 11. 
For the proofs, we need the following estimate of De Giorgi which can be 
found in [I, p. 551. 
LEMMA 3. There is a constant c depending only on n such that 
(Z-k). (measA,,,,,)‘-I”’ 
for all I > k. 
<c. R”. (meas B, -A mm)-’ - j^ IVvl dx, (2.5.8) 
A/.k.X 
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Proof of Proposition 4. During this proof, g stands for a generic constant 
depending only on n, p, a and 6. For i E N U (O}, we set 
ri=R/2+2-“-‘. R, 
ki=6.(1-2-‘)*M; 
Ai =A*,k;.q. 
By Lemma 3, Holder’s inequality and (2.5-l), 
* < g I (meas Ai)ta-“‘P . 
ii “Aki+lsk/s’i+l 
< g . 2’ . &f . Rfna-P)IP I (meas Ai)‘-a’P, (2.5.9) 
provided that (2.53) holds for some p E (0,~~). The constant J+, is positive 
and depends only on n. The inequality (2.59) can be transformed into 
R-” . measAi+, < g’. (R-” . measAi)n(P-a”p(n-‘)), 
This, (2.5.2) and Lemma 2.4.7 of f l] show that Proposition 4 is true. 
Proof of Proposition 5. During this proof, g stands for a generic constant 
depending only on n, p, c and ,E. For i E N, we set 
k, = (1 - 2-“) ’ M, 
A,=A m,ki,R;2 ’ 
Let 6 > 0 and i, i, E N be such that 
M&kl. N. R’/=, 
2-i”>6, 
i<ii,. 
(2.5.10) 
(2.5.11) 
(2.5.12) 
Lemma 3, (2.5.5), (2.5.6), (2.5.10~(2.5.12) and Holder’s inequality imply 
that 
I 1 
1/P 
,< g. (measAi-Ai+l)‘-l’P. /Vvjp dx 
Ai-Ai+ I
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This inequality can be transformed into 
(R-” - measAi+ ,) cn- I)Pl(n(P- 1)) < g . R-” .measA;--Ai+,. 
Summing up, we obtain that 
i, . (R-” . measAi+,) (n-l)P/(n(P-1)) < g. R-” . measB R/2 ’ 
Therefore, by Proposition 4 and (2.5.6), we can find a 6 > 0 depending only 
on n, p, c and ,U such that (2.5.7) follows from (2.5.10). Hence, Proposition 5 
is true, because (2.5.7) is valid, too, if (2.5.10) does not hold. 
3. A PRIORI ESTIMATES 
In this section, we consider a solution u E H’,“(Q) n C”(Q) of 
1 i aj(x,u,Vu)-~,d~=( f *qdx, Vq E H;‘“(Q), (3.1) 
Qj=l Q 
u = g, on aQ, (3.2) 
which is defined in the cube 
Q = (x = (x, ,..., x,J IO < xi < q) 
with side length 4 E (0, 1). The functions aj have the same properties as in 
Section 2, f E L”(Q) and 
,f, < d(P--l)(A-+I, in Q. (3.3) 
for some L E (0, l), where d = d(x) is the distance between x and aQ. 
Moreover, g E H’,“(Q) and 
2 (x, Y, v) = 0, (3.4) 
I g(x) - &‘I < go * Ix - -e (3.5) 
for some constant go, all x, x’ E Q, all r7 E R” and all ~1 E IF: satisfying 
IP - g(O)/ > 1. (3.6) 
THEOREM 2. There is an a > 0 and a constant c depending only on n, p, 
y, T, A and go such that 
JVu(x)( <c - {d(x)}*-‘, (3.7) 
I%(x) - Vu(x’)l < c + {d(x)},‘-‘-” . Ix -x’la, (3.8) 
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for ail x, x’ E Q satisfying 
ix - X’ J < d(x)/2. (3.9) 
For the proof of Theorem 2, we need 
PROPOSITION 6. There is a constant c depending only on n, p, y, F’, A and 
g, such that 
ju-gi<cad$ in Q. (3.10) 
Proof of Theorem 2. Proposition 6 implies that, for every x f Q, the 
function 
C(y) = d-*(x) . @(d(x) e y +x) - g(x)} 
satisfies the assumptions of Section 2, for some ug depending only on n, p, y, 
r, A and g,. Therefore, Theorem 2 follows from Propositions 2 and 3. 
Proof of Pro~sit~o~ 6. There is a j? > 0 depending only on n, p, y, r and 
g, such that 
for al1 x E Q and ail q, q’ E IR” satisfying 
Ip7I2P* l?‘l>sp- 
For x0 E Q, a > 0 and k = 1, 2,..., n, we set 
bk(x) = (eaxk - ~~~++o~l~--ol~+$~xo)~ 
bkin(x) = (eatq-*k) - I)’ + go . Ix -x0(” -I- g(X,), 
b(x) = rnp bk(x), 
0 = (x E Q 1 b is twice differentiable in x). 
We can find an a > 0 depending only on n, p, y$‘J and go such that 
(3.1 I) 
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in 0. Let rp E C:(Q) b e a nonnegative function, k # I and 
g= min(P, b’). 
Then, 
% 
T7 aj(x, u, V@ * pXj dx 
Q ,% 
ZZ- 
+j IV(bk-b’)l-’ (bk=b’) 
j-1 
(3.13) 
For every 6 > 0, the function 
rp = max(u - 6 - b, 0) 
has compact support. Therefore, we obtain from (3.1), (3.4) and (3.13) that 
This and the inequalities (3.11) and (3.12) imply that 
u<b+6, in Q. 
Thus, we have shown that 
u-g<c.dA, in Q, 
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for some constant c depending only on n, p, y, r, 2 and g,. As -u is a 
solution of an equation satisfying the same ellipticity and growth conditions, 
we have proven the validity of Proposition 6. 
4. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM 
In this section, Q, q, aj, d, g, and L are defined as in Section 3 and a 
satisfies the condition (1.7). The restrictions (2.4) and (3.3), however, are not 
needed for 
THEOREM 3. There exists a solution u E H”“(Q) n C”(e) of 
s 
e {aj(x, u, Vu) 3 cpXj} - a(x, u, VU) * V, dx = 0, 
Q ,% 
VP E CYQ), (4.1) 
.u = g, on aQ, (4.2) 
provided that 
9<40, (4.3) 
for some q. > 0 depending only on n, p, y, r, A and go. Moreover, there is an 
a > 0 and a constant c depending only on n, p, y, r, L and g, such that (3.7) 
and (3.8) hold, for all x, x’ E Q satisfying (3.9). 
ProoJ By ei, we denote the ith unit vector of R” and by p a C”O(R)- 
function satisfying 
if t>l, 
if t E [-l/2, l/2], 
if t<-1. 
For h > 0 and v E C”(Q), we set 
V/Iv(x) = 
I 
{h-’ . (V(X + hei) - V(X>>Ii=l,...,n~ 
if d(x) > k 
o 
> if d(x) < h, 
c$(x, A s) = aj(x, P@ - g(O)) + g(O), 9) + h * max(O, P - 2) * ~,i, 
dh(x) = min{h-‘, (d(x))(p-l)cn-l)-‘}, 
ah& u) = max{-d’(x), min(dh(x), a(x, v, V,v))}. 
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From Lemma 1 and the theory of monotone operators (cf. [ 14, 15]), we 
know that there is a T,,v E H’*“(Q) satisfying 
1 f- {a;(~, u, VT,u) . o,} -ah&, u) . cp dx = 0, Q ,TI Vv E C,m(Q>, 
T,,v = g, on I~Q. 
The L*-bound of [ 16, p. 2151, the Holder-estimate of [ 1, p. 25 I] and the 
Leray-Schauder fixed point theorem -(cf. [ 16, p. 222)) imply that the 
mapping T,, has a fixed point u,, E C(Q) n H’.“(Q). To u,,, we may apply 
the a priori estimates of Theorem 2. Hence, there is a u E C’(Q) n C”(e) 
and a sequence (A,) tending to zero such that 
in the sense of C’(Q) n C”(Q). This implies that u is a solution of (4.1) 
which satisfies the estimates (3.7) and (3.8). Therefore, Theorem 3 is proven, 
if we can show that u E H’*“(Q). 
For this, we pick an F > 0 and a nonnegative function v E CF(lR”). 
Inserting 
into (4.1) and using (1.7), Lemma 1 and the Holder-continuity 
one can bound the quantity 
of u and g, 
uniformly with respect to E, provided that the support of IC/ is sufficiently 
small. This shows that u E H”“(Q). 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
By (1.4) and (1.6), we can find a r* > 0 depending only on II, p, y and r 
such that 
+ ,g ~(x,147.~+(l-7).?).(rli-qi).(~j-fj) 
I,J-1 L 
+ r* * (1 + lr’])” * ),u’j2, (5-l) 
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for all x E 0, all ,u, ,u’ E R, all t E [0, 1 ] and all 1;1, (E R” satisfying 
Ir-r’l~w~lfll. 
We pick a y E BR(xO). For q E (0, R/n), we set 
2(x, q) = max{-r’ (2 + 2 Is])“, min {4x, u(x), Vu(x)), r. (2 + 2 1 r] 1)” } II 
1, if u(x) -p > 1, 
b”(x,cr,~)=~*~tl+Irl)p. u(x)-.& 
1 
if u(x) --p E [-1, 11, 
-1 if u(x) -jf < -1, 
Q = {X I IX/ - Y/I < SIT 
d(x) = dist(x, E Q). 
By Theorem 3, there is a q > 0 depending only on n, p, y, r, A and g, such 
that the problem 
zi= 24, on aQ, (5.3) 
has a solution u E H”“(Q)n C”(Q). M oreover, there are positive constants 
a and c depending only on n, p, y, I’, 1 and go such that 
IVzqx)l < c * {d(x)}-, (5.4) 
[vqx)-vqx’)j~c~ {d(x)}A-‘-a *lx-x’(, (5.5) 
for all x, x’ E Q satisfying 
)x - x’ 1 < d(x)/2. (5.6) 
By (1.9) and (5.4), we may assume that 
b”(x, 2.2, vzr) = r* f (1 + ] Vzq)” * (U - rq. 
We set 
Q’ = {x E Q 11 VC(x> - Vu(x)l < l/2 * 1 V@)I 1. 
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From (l.l), (5.2) and (5.3), we obtain that 
3 (x, tu + (1 - t)U’, rvu + (1 - 5) * VC) 
- (u - z?),~ . (u - z&i dx dr 
1 
=- il 0 + $*, zu + (1 - 5)u; tvu + (1 - t)VC) Q ,Tl 
+--~T)+Ai)~~dxdr 
+i,( ( 
u x, u, vu) - 6(x, VC) - &x, u”, VC)] . (U - C) dx. 
This, (1.4), (1.6), (5.1), (5.6) and the fact that a and C differ only under the 
condition 
imply that 
II ’ (rcf~t~vu+(1-~)~V~~)P-2~~V(~-~~2dxdr 0 Q 
<c’ * 
11 
’ (K+/~VU+(~-~)VU”~)~-*.~V(U-~~*.~U-~~~X~Z, 
0 Q’ 
for some constant c’ depending only on n, p, y and ZY By (1.9) and (5.4), we 
may assume that q is so small that 
Cl ’ (~+~rV~+(1-r)VU”~)~-~~~V(~-C)~*dxdr~0. 0 Q 
This shows that 
u = li, in Q. 
Theorem 1 follows from (5.4), (5.5) and (5.7). 
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